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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

The case at hand is an investment claim. The Republic of Oceania concluded bilateral investment 

treaties for the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection of investments with the Republic of 

Euroasia and the Republic of Eastasia. Peter Explosive, a resident of Fairyland then in Eastasia 

but now in Euroasia made an investment in the Republic of Oceania. He acquired a company 

known as Rocket Bombs which was then going under and decrepit. The deteriorating situation of 

the company took a toll on the local community since a large number of the residents of Valhalla 

were employed there. However, the claimant managed to conclude several contracts for arms 

production, the most important contract being with the Ministry of Defence of Euroasia. The 

company prospered and became one of the largest arms producing company in Oceania.  

While continuing with business, the residents of Fairyland held a referendum on 1
st
 Nov 2013 on 

the secession of Fairyland from Eastasia and annexation to Euroasia. As most of the residents of 

Fairyland are originally Euroasian and did not identify with Eastasia, they voted in favour of the 

secession. This was a peaceful referendum that demonstrated the Resident’s rights to self-

determination. This referendum divided the international community into two fronts, one that 

was in favour of the secession and one that considered that it was unlawful. The Republic of 

Oceania did not acknowledge this secession and issued an Executive Order on 1
st
 May 2014 

blocking property of persons contributing to the situation in Eastasia. It introduced sanctions 

which included a ban on business operations with such persons, suspended existing contracts and 

made future contracts illegal. These sanctions applied to Rocket Bombs and led to the decrease 

of the value of its shares. The claimant could neither conduct the business nor sell it. This was a 

very unjust order to the claimant who had been legally in operation for 16 years. The company 

improved the standards of living of the residents of Valhalla and made a massive contribution to 
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the economy of Oceania. This is because of several other contracts concluded with several other 

companies in Oceania. It is for that reason the claimant is seeking protection under the Euroasia 

BIT against expropriation and to seek compensation for losses incurred as a result of the 

Executive Order. 

 

1. The Tribunal has jurisdiction to decide the Present Dispute. 

A. Claimants claims are treaty claims over which the tribunal has jurisdiction 

The tribunal can decide on cases which include a breach of treaty. 

I. The dispute is as a result of a violation of a treaty between the Republic of 

Oceania and the Republic of Euroasia for the Promotion and Reciprocal 

Protection of investments (“the Euroasia BIT”). 

The tribunal has jurisdiction to hear a claim when the allegations raised by the 

claimant, if established, are capable of constituting a breach of the provisions of 

the BIT. The Respondent violated Article 2 of the BIT by (1) not protecting the 

investment of the claimant and (2) failing to provide claimant with due process. 

II. The Euroasia BIT allows the Tribunal’s Jurisdiction. 

The Euroasia BIT grants exclusive jurisdiction to the tribunal to hear and 

determine matters on application of either party.
1
 This follows failure between the 

two contracting states to amicably settle the matter.
2
 The provisions of the 

Euroasia BIT preclude the application of treatment to investors that is less 

                                                           
1
 Article 8 Euroasia BIT 

2 Ibid. 
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favourable than that afforded to third party states
3
. The Eastasia BIT does not 

have the pre-arbitral step of bringing a dispute before the judicial authorities of 

Oceania
4
, the Euroasia BIT therefore allows the application of these provisions. 

The Executive Order precluded any amicable solution to the dispute because it 

purports to deny any right or benefit enforceable at law by anyone against the 

Republic of Oceania
5
. If according to the Executive Order no legal right can ensue 

from its provisions then there can be no basis for any amicable solution to be 

negotiated, it effectively extinguishes the standing of the claimant in that respect. 

III. The UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration states 

that the arbitral tribunal may rule on its own jurisdiction, including any objections 

with respect to the existence or validity of the arbitration agreement.
6
 

IV. The ICC Arbitration rules also provide the tribunal with powers to determine 

the issue of jurisdiction.
7
 

The right to self-determination by the people of Fairyland. 

The referendum conducted by the people of Fairyland was legitimate as provided for in the 

constitution of Eastasia. The referendum was a valid and democratic means for the Fairyland 

people to re-unite with their original homeland Euroasia. The advisory opinion in the 

Accordance with International Law on the Unilateral Declaration of Independence in 

respect of Kosovo concluded that international law does not prohibit declarations of 

                                                           
3 Article 3 (1) Euroasia BIT 
4 Article 8 Eastasia BIT 
5
 Section 9 Executive Order 

6
 Article 16. 

7 Article 6(3). 
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independence. In this Kosovo case,
8
 the Kosovar Albanians are an ethnically homogenous 

enclave, physically separate and ethnically different from the Serbs. Thomas Franck, one of the 

five international law experts asked by the Canadian government to consider certain issues 

regarding a hypothesized secession of Quebec, wrote that: 

It cannot seriously be argued today that international law prohibits secession. It cannot seriously 

be denied that international law permits secession. There is a privilege of secession recognized in 

international law and the law imposes no duty on any people not to secede.
9
 

While international law does not foreclose on the possibility of secession, it does provide a 

framework within which certain secessions are favored or disfavored, depending on the facts.  

In the case of Re Cession of Quebec, Faced with the question of whether Québec could make a 

unilateral declaration of independence, the Supreme Court declared unanimously in this 

reference (1998) that such a declaration would be unconstitutional both by Canadian 

constitutional law and international law. A constitutional amendment would, however, make 

such a secession possible. The Court added that Québec could hold a referendum of secession 

and, given a clear question and a clear majority in favour of secession, the rest of Canada, in 

such a case, would be constitutionally obliged to negotiate the terms by which Québec would 

accede to independence, and that such a secession must conform to important basic principles, 

namely, the rule of law, federalism, the protection of minorities and democracy. Although there 

is no right, under the Constitution or at international law, to unilateral secession, the possibility 

of an unconstitutional declaration of secession leading to a de facto secession is not ruled 

out.  The ultimate success of such a secession would be dependent on recognition by the 

                                                           
8
 https://www.asil.org 

9
 Thomas Franck, as quoted in SUZANNE LALONDE, DETERMINING BOUNDARIES IN A CONFLICTED WORLD: THE 

ROLE OF UIT POSSIDETIS 209 (2002) 
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international community, which is likely to consider the legality and legitimacy of secession 

having regard to, amongst other facts, the conduct of Quebec and Canada, in determining 

whether to grant or withhold recognition.  Even if granted, such recognition would not, however, 

provide any retroactive justification for the act of secession, either under the Constitution of 

Canada or at international law. 

 

 

The Claimant is an investor pursuant to Article 1(2) of the Euroasia BIT. 

Article 1(2) states that: 

The term “investor” shall mean any natural or legal person of one Contracting Party who 

invests in the territory of the other Contracting Party, and for the purpose of this definition: 

(a) the term “natural person” shall mean any natural person having the nationality of either 

Contracting Party in accordance with its laws; (b) the term “legal person” shall mean, with 

respect to either Contracting Party, any entity incorporated or constituted in accordance with, 

and recognized as legal person by its laws, having the seat in the territory of that Contracting 

Party. 

The claimant is indeed a national of Euroasia as demonstrated above by the lawful secession and 

subsequent issuance of an ID and passport of Eurosia.
10

 He then proceeded to make an 

investment in the other contracting party which is the Republic of Oceania. 

2. The Respondent made it futile for the Claimant to invoke the Pre-arbitral steps 

provided for in Article 9 of the Euroasia BIT. 

                                                           
10 FDI Moot Problem Page 56 paragraph 4. 
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The respondent actions violated the provisions of article 2 of the Euroasia BIT by issuing an 

executive order that imposed sanctions on investors that exposed the claimant to the 

circumstances that led to the losses he incurred. 

Respondent actions deprived the claimant an opportunity to invoke municipal laws as it 

was stated as follows in that particular executive of 1
st
 May 2014; 

“This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, 

substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any party against the republic of 

Oceania.”
11

 

Peter Explosive notified the Oceanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (with the copies to the 

Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Environment) of his dispute with the 

Republic of Oceania on 23 February 2015. It complied with the requirements of Art. 8 (1) and 

(2) of the Eastasia BIT.
12

 

In any case, as per the Procedural Order No. 3, Claims directly brought under international 

treaties may not be adjudicated by the Oceanian national courts neither in accordance with the 

international law nor in accordance with the Oceanian national law.
13

 

The Oceanian Constitutional Tribunal may set aside any legal act, including an executive order, 

if it finds it unconstitutional. However, given the Tribunal’s historic deference to the executive 

branch in the conduct of foreign policy, it seems rather unlikely that it would set aside the 

                                                           
11

 Section 9 
12

 Procedural Order No. 3 FDI Moot Problem page 60 paragraph 4 
13 Procedural Order No. 3 FDI Moot Problem page 60 paragraph 5 
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Executive Order of 1 May 2014. Even if it did, it would be an extremely lengthy process, taking 

up to 3 or 4 years.
14

 

In Siemens v Argentina, it was held that where one party refuses to negotiate a dispute, the 

other party can take the matter to the arbitral tribunal. Similarly in this cases, the Executive order 

demonstrated the respondent’s unwillingness to negotiate.  

In the case of Mafezzini v Spain, it was held that it was not a prerequisite to exhaust all local 

remedies. A party could bring a claim to the tribunal directly. The claimant had in fact attempted 

to solve the dispute amicably by notifying the Oceanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs (with copies 

to the Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Defence and Ministry of Environmental Protection) of his 

dispute with Oceania and of the Claimant’s intention to initiate arbitral proceedings against the 

Respondent if Oceania fails to negotiate with the Claimant. As of the date of filing of the 

Request for Arbitration, Oceania has not responded.
15

 

It is therefore the claimant’s submission that if the first step provided for in Article 9 (1) of the 

Euroasia BIT had failed, the second step would have been equally futile. Article 9 states that: 

Article 9 Settlement of Disputes between Investors and Contracting Parties 

1. Any dispute regarding an investment between an investor of one of the Contracting 

Parties and the other Party, arising out of or relating to this Agreement, shall, to the 

extent possible, be settled in an amicable consultations between the parties to the dispute. 

2. If the dispute cannot be settled amicably, it may be submitted to the competent judicial or 

administrative courts of the Contracting Party in whose territory the investment is made. 

                                                           
14

 Procedural Order No. 3 FDI Moot Problem page 60 paragraph 6 
15 Page 5 FDI Moot Problem 
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It is therefore the claimant’s submission that article 3 of the Euroasia BIT should be interpreted 

to include the provisions of article 8 of the Eastasia BIT. Article 3 is the Most Favoured Nation 

clause and it states: 

Article 3 National Treatment and Most-Favoured Nation Provisions  

1. Each Contracting Party shall, within its own territory, accord to investments made by 

investors of the other Contracting Party, to the income and activities related to such 

investments and to such other investment matters regulated by this Agreement, a treatment 

that is no less favourable than that accorded to its own investors or investors from third-

party countries. 

The interpretation the article and in particular the words “other investment matters” should be 

wide enough to include procedure for settlement of disputes. Application of that article should 

therefore accord the claimant a right to bring the matter directly to the tribunal without invoking 

the pre-arbitral steps. 

3. The respondent expropriated the claimant’s investment and contributed to the 

damage suffered. This is in contravention of the Euroasia BIT
16

. 

The Executive Order prohibited other parties already contracting with the claimant 

from fulfilling their contractual obligations.
17

 This had the effect of frustrating 

contracts the claimant had negotiated with parties other than the Republic of Euroasia 

because the claimant had several other business dealings not contributing to the 

situation in Eastasia which should have been the scope of the sanctions ideally. 

Art 4. Euroasian BIT states that: 

                                                           
16

 Article 4 (1) 
17 Section 1 
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1. Investments by investors of either Contracting Party may not directly or indirectly be 

expropriated, nationalized or subject to any other measure the effects of which would be 

tantamount to expropriation or nationalization in the territory of the other Contracting 

Party except for the public purpose. The expropriation shall be carried out under due 

process of law, on a non-discriminatory basis and shall be accompanied by provisions 

for the payment of prompt, adequate and effective compensation. Such compensation 

must be equivalent to the value of the expropriated investment immediately before the 

date on which the actual or threatened expropriation, nationalization or other measure 

became publicly known.  

2. Investors of either Contracting Party whose investments suffer losses in the territory of 

the other Contracting Party owing to war or other armed conflict, revolution, a state of 

national emergency, or revolt, shall be accorded treatment no less favourable by such 

other Contracting Party than that State accords to its own investors as regards 

restitution, indemnification, compensation or other valuable consideration. Such payment 

must be freely transferable. 

The respondent therefore expropriated claimant’s investment by the implementation of the 

sanctions and introduction of Executive Order of 1
st
 May 2014. This can be illustrated by the 

case of Suez v Argentina. In this case Argentina was part of 3 BITS with France, Spain and UK. 

Suez was protected by the France-Argentina BIT. The Claimants made investments for water 

distribution in Buenos Aires. Beginning 2000 Argentina experienced economic difficulties and 

the government too emergency measures to cope with the crisis. The claimant hence failed to get 

reasonable returns for the investments. After going to court, the court refused to terminate the 

tariffs and the government contracted another water and sewage company despite the fact that 

the claimant had been in operation for 13 years. In 2003, Suez took the application to ICSID. 
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Holding Article 26 Pacta de Servanda of the VCLT, Argentina was found to have breached the 

BIT.  

In CME V Czech Republic the Czech Republic violated their obligation under the investment 

treaty in terms of not providing fair and equitable treatment as per the USA-CZ treaty and issued 

tariffs interfering with the operation, management, use, enjoyment, maintainance and disposal of 

the claimant’s investment. Czech Republic was obliged to pay damages to the Claimant as a 

consequence of treaty violation. 

In the case of Bank Mellat v Council of Europe, it was stated that where one party was being 

targeted the other party was under an obligation to state how. The Executive order applied to 

property of persons contributing to the situation in Euroasia. The republic of Oceania is therefore 

under an obligation to show how Rocket Bombs was contributing to the situation in Eastasia. 

The claimant’s company was merely fulfilling its contractual obligations of supplying arms to 

Euroasia. 

The respondent therefore indirectly expropriated the claimant’s investment by imposing 

sanctions. The Executive order as Section 1 prevented the claimant from carrying out his 

contractual obligations and made future contracts futile.
18

 Persons contracting with him or 

supplying materials were also prohibited from contracting with the Company. This meant that 

Peter Explosive could no longer transact and this meant he incurred losses and the value of the 

shares in his Company went down. He lost his investment and he was indeed specifically 

targeted by the Executive order. All companies that operated in the targeted sectors were 

subjected to the sanctions stipulated in the Executive Order of 1 May 2014. Arms Production 

                                                           
18 Page 52 FDI Moot Problem. 
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was a targeted sector and Rocket Bombs was the only company involved in arms trade with the 

Republic of Euroasia.
19

 

The Republic of Oceania hence indirectly expropriated the Claimant’s Investment. 

 

 

PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 

Claimant respectfully requests the Tribunal to: 

a) Dismiss jurisdictional challenges advanced by the Respondent. 

b) Find that the Respondent’s measures violated their obligations under Article 2 of the BIT. 

c) Find that the respondent expropriated claimant’s investment by the implementation of the 

sanctions and introduction of Executive Order of 1
st
 May 2014. 

d) Respondent contributed to the damage suffered by the claimant and therefore the tribunal 

should award the claimant not less than 120,000,000 USD with interest as of the date of 

the issuance of the award. 

                                                           
19 Page 56 FDI moot problem. 


